
Science has proved: Woman are living longer, are more beautyful, are better in com-
munication, and they are simply great. But they also know that these godlike 
creatures are unfortunately not even 50 % of the world population, the most of the other 
ones are calling themselves ›the strong gender‹ and have a degenerated X-chromosome 
(called ›Y‹) and much of the aggressive hormone testosterone, while they are amazed by 
woman but not really try to be like them. In other words: the public conciousness 
about the advantages of being a woman is still missing.
This nuisance must change! For this reason we, the projekt Girls-Day, have made it our 
job, to show the feminine livestyle as an real alternative in the public awareness.
At the 26th of April 2007, everyone is evoked to be a woman, to 
try this new livestyle. in other words: we do a state-ordered mass transves-
tism.
It’s very simple: like every gender, woman have roles for what they must do, say and 
think, and there are standarts set by model agencys how they should look like. These 
contain mostly the wearing of lipstick, sweet pink dresses, high-heeled shoes as well as 
foot chains.
For more information, we empfelen the publications of neuro-scientist 
like Alan and Barabara Pease, or the well-known human rights fighter 
Eva Hartmann.
Blast the old jail and dance happyly into the new one!

Everywhere, at the 26th of April 

This is a viral Poster:
If you like it, take it, copy it and paste it wherever 
you want!
You could also print it by yourself: :D 
http://gruengraurot.wordpress.com/2007/04/06/
girls-day-2007/
The lipstick picture is from Wikimedia Commons is licensed under GNU-FDL
The other content is released in freedom by the creator and is free for every use!

we want you,
to be a woman!


